Elevator alarm system

USER’S MANUAL
Installation and use

Thanks for choosing an Esse-ti product
This product has been especially designed to
manage emergency calls generated in elevators. It
has been manufactured with perfect workmanship
using suitable materials for long-lasting
performance.
All Esse-ti products are subjected to extensive
specific testing in our laboratories in order to
provide total guarantee for the User.

The User shall be responsible for defects arising from the use of the product. Esse-ti
shall only be responsible for defects according to and within the limitations set by the
Presidential Decree dated 24/05/1988 no. 224 (fulfilling the EEC directive no. 85/374 on
the harmonization of statutory and administrative regulations of the Member States on
the liability for damages arising from defective products under art. 15 of Law no. 183 of
16 April 1987).

Esse-ti reserves the right to modify the product characteristics at any time
without prior notice.
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EDITING CRITERIA
This paragraph describes the editing criteria followed in this manual for easier
user’s reference.
The following table contains examples of the styles used (left) with their logical
meaning (right).
Example

CHAPTER
TITLE

Meaning

Style used for the title of chapters. A new
chapter begins on a new page.

PRIMARY TITLE

Style used for the title of large sections in a
chapter, such as the main titles of the chapter.

Secondary Title

Style used for the title of a specific paragraph
in the primary title.

Tertiary Title

Style used for additional sections in a specific
paragraph

Example

Style used for examples.

Note

Style used for explicatory notes: pay attention!

Warning
Normal text
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Operation to be carried out

Style used to indicate possible risks for
individuals and properties: caution!
Style used for normal text.
Style used to indicate the sequence of
operations that must be carried out for
programming or service implementation.

EDITING CRITERIA

In addition to styles, the manual contains images and symbols showing the
operations to be performed by the User.
Symbol

Meaning
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A [B]

EDITING CRITERIA

Press this button on the keypad.
This symbol indicates a telephone digit. It is
used to indicate the values that must be
entered by the operator during programming.
Square brackets indicate optional parts of
codes that can be omitted.
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GENERAL INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
GENERAL NOTES










Carefully read the notes contained in this section as they provide important
information on safe correct installation, use and maintenance of the product.
The product must be EXCLUSIVELY used for the purpose it was designed
for. Esse-ti shall not be responsible for damages arising from improper use.
The product has been designed in compliance with the regulations in force and
must be installed in systems that comply with the provisions of law.
Before connecting the product to the electric mains, make sure that the line
voltage corresponds to the value indicated on the product label.
Always disconnect power supply before performing internal or external
operations on the product (cleaning, maintenance, etc.).
A protection cut-out switch must be installed upstream to interrupt power
supply in case of fault.
Always refer to an authorized service centre for repair.
Beware of symbols showing lightening with an arrow inside a triangle, since
they indicate the presence of dangerous voltage.
For information on how to use the product see "Technical Features”.
Do not install the product in environments with risk of explosion.

WARNINGS





Check that the product has been installed correctly.
Connect protections for power supply and telephone line to the installation.
When replacing the external battery, arrange for suitable disposal. Do not
dispose of with ordinary waste.
Packing (plastic bags, foam polystyrene, etc.) must be kept out of the reach of
children because potentially dangerous.

MAKING THE INSTALLATION
The product must be installed by specialized installers.
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GENERAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

DESCRIPTION
Helpy Air is a completely wireless alarm system, specifically created and
designed to be used in an elevator system.
It is compliant with and exceeds Directive EN 81-28:2004.
The primary function is to automatically call the programmed telephone
numbers if people are trapped in the elevator and to establish two-way
communication with the help service. The device is also able to make calls to
report malfunctions or anomalies in the alarm system itself and periodic
automatic test calls (as set forth in section 4.2.1 of EN 81-28:2004).
The alarm system is comprised of:
- a Base station:
5HE-500 BASE STATION
(GSM dialer unit)
- a Satellite with keyboard:
5HV-500 SATELLITE KEY
(handsfree terminal with keyboard)
- a variable number of basic satellites:
5HV-501 SATELLITE PLUS
(handsfree terminal with pushbutton for installation on the roof or in
the pit)
5HV-503 SATELLITE CAR
(handsfree terminal for installation behind the elevator car panel)
5HV-505 SATELLITE CAR with LEDS
(handsfree terminal for installation behind the elevator car panel)
5HV-504 SATELLITE COP
(stainless-steel panel handsfree terminal for installation in the car).
The Base station is installed in the elevator compartment while the various
satellites must be located as shown in the related paragraph.
The Satellite with keyboard can be installed in the machine room for
programming and communicating with other satellites.

DESCRIPTION
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PRIMARY FUNCTIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS
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Built-in GSM module.
Maximum number of satellites supported: 9.
Power supply:
- Base station:
- input 12Vdc 1A
- external adapter 230Vac
- internal NiMH battery backup 7.2V 700mAh
- Satellite with keyboard:
- internal lithium batteries 3V
- input 12Vdc 100mA
- Basic satellite:
- internal lithium batteries 3V
- input 12Vdc 100mA.
Local programming:
- via Satellite with keyboard.
Remote programming:
- via DTMF tones (multi-frequency analogue telephone or mobile phone)
- via SMS.
Type of alarm:
- Alarm requesting help from each satellite
- Technology alarms:
- alarm for lack of radio connection between the Base station and
each satellite
- alarm for low battery, Base station
- alarm to replace battery, Base station
- alarm to replace battery for each satellite
- 12Vdc power failure alarm, Base station
- Insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm.
Periodic automatic test call (section 4.2.1 of EN 81-28:2004).
12 telephone numbers that can be individually associated with:
- emergency-call alarm
- battery technology alarm
- no radio connection alarm
- insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm
- 12Vdc power failure alarm, Base station
- periodic automatic test call.
DESCRIPTION












5 types of alarm destination
- normal telephone user (staff who manually respond to alarm calls)
- call centre with proprietary Esse-ti software (HeCall software)
- call centre with P100 protocol
- call centre with CLI functionality
- SMS text messages
For normal telephone users, whoever responds to the calls must key in the
appropriate (programmable) codes to manage the alarm. For call centres
with automatic protocols and software, refer to the related documentation.
For text messages (SMS), an SMS reporting the alarm is sent to the preset
number.
Each type of alarm can be associated with several telephone numbers
(which are called in sequence) and even with a different destination type.
1 input filter (on the Base station) for connection to an external sensor in
order to prevent sending a help request from the car button in the following
cases:
- the car is at the floor and the doors are open
- the car is moving and the doors will open at the next floor
The filter only affects the car button.
2 LED outputs (GIVEN ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT and RECEIVED
ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT) on each satellite.
1 programmable relay on the Base station:
- same behavior as outputs AI
- same behavior as outputs AR
- active for 12Vdc power failure
- door opener
- active as long as the emergency alarm progress
- active for GSM network loss
Voice messages in five languages:
- elevator identification message (max. 1 minute) customizable per
each satellite. The message must be recorded when the device is
first installed
- courtesy message that is broadcast in the car after a help request is
sent from people trapped inside. The device comes with a
pre-recorded courtesy message. A custom courtesy message can
also be recorded (max. 1 minute)
- pre-recorded messages that identify the various types of alarms.
Managing PIN codes.

DESCRIPTION
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Customizable events/errors logs’ storage and optional forwarding to the
Esse-ti Research Center.
Remote firmware update (OTA).

The device calls for three priority levels for alarm events:
 high priority: emergency call buttons
 medium priority: technology alarms, credit alarm
 low priority: automatic test
If a high priority alarm occurs while a low priority alarm is under way, the
latter is momentarily interrupted to allow execution of the high priority alarm
(for example, an emergency-call alarm interrupts all other types of alarms that
could be under way). When the high priority alarm is over, the system restarts
the alarm procedure that was interrupted.
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DESCRIPTION

INSTALLATION
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
Base station (5HE-500 BASE STATION)

A

Antenna cable connector

B

SIM Card slot with front panel

C

GSM signal intensity LED (green), GSM recording status LED (red),
Device status LED (white), Satellites radio connection LED (blue)

D

Alarm/system reset button

E

Terminal board:
RELE’

programmable relay

IN1 -

input filter

12 V

power supply 12Vdc

F

Input for external adapter 230Vac

G

Backup battery connector

INSTALLATION
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Satellite with keyboard (5HV-500 SATELLITE KEY)

A

Loudspeaker

B

Given alarm LED

C

Alarm button

D

Power switch (BATTERY)

E

Microphone

F

Numeric keypad

G

Terminal board:

H
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12+

Power supply 12Vdc

-

Negative pole

AR+

Received alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AI+

Given alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AR-

Received alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AI-

Given alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AL-

Alarm input

AUX

Auxiliary input

AL+

Alarm input

-

Negative pole

MIC

Microphone input

Received alarm LED

INSTALLATION

Satellite with button for roof or pit
(5HV-501 SATELLITE PLUS)

A

Loudspeaker

B

Given alarm LED

C

Alarm button

D

Power switch (BATTERY)

E

Microphone

F

Terminal board:
12+

G

Power supply 12Vdc

-

Negative pole

AR+

Received alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AI+

Given alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AR-

Received alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AI-

Given alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AL-

Alarm input

AUX

Auxiliary input

AL+

Alarm input

-

Negative pole

MIC

Microphone input

Received alarm LED

INSTALLATION
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Satellite for elevator car panel
(5HV-503 SATELLITE CAR)

A

Antenna connector

B

Loudspeaker

C

Power switch (BATTERY)

D

Terminal board:

E
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12+

Power supply 12Vdc

-

Negative pole

AR+

Received alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AI+

Given alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AR-

Received alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AI-

Given alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AL-

Alarm input

AUX

Auxiliary input

AL+

Alarm input

-

Negative pole

MIC

Microphone input

Microphone cable:
red

MIC

white

-

INSTALLATION

Satellite for elevator car panel with LEDS
(5HV-505 SATELLITE CAR WITH LEDS)

A

Antenna connector

B

Loudspeaker

C

Given alarm LED

D

Power switch (BATTERY)

E

Received alarm LED

F

Terminal board:
12+

G

Power supply 12Vdc

-

Negative pole

AR+

Received alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AI+

Given alarm indicator light (light positive pole)

AR-

Received alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AI-

Given alarm indicator light (light negative pole)

AL-

Alarm input

AUX

Auxiliary input

AL+

Alarm input

-

Negative pole

MIC

Microphone input

Microphone cable:
red

MIC

white

-

INSTALLATION
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Stainless-steel satellite for elevator car
(5HV-504 SATELLITE COP)

A

Loudspeaker

B

Given alarm LED

C

Double contact alarm button

D

Microphone

E

Received alarm LED

F

Double contact alarm button:
.C2

common

.NO2

normally open

.NC2

normally closed

G

Antenna connector

H

Power switch (down: OFF, up: ON)

Antennas
Each satellite has a whip antenna or a magnetic antenna with cable.
When better reception of the radio signal is needed, a 3 metre antenna
extension cable can be used.
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INSTALLATION

ESSENTIAL RECOMMENDATIONS











The Base station must be installed at the top in the elevator compartment
where excellent reception of both the GSM signal and the satellite radio
signal can be ensured.
The antenna with magnetic base for the Base station must be located so
that any metal surfaces do not block the signal.
When positioning the satellites and their antennas, follow the instructions
in the paragraph "Positioning the devices".
If the affiliation procedure is not performed at the installation site, turn off
each satellite using the power switch.
When the Base station is powered by adapter, make sure there is an easily
accessible outlet nearby.
To comply with EN 81-28:2004 (section 4.2.3), the alarm activation
devices (BUTTONS) must be installed in locations where there is a risk of
entrapment for users. The alarm activation device in the car must generally
be located in the pushbutton panel.
Do not install the system components outside since they have no protection
against weather and could get damaged (rain, humidity, etc.).
Make sure that use of the system is permitted in the installation location
(e.g., hospitals, etc.).

Before the installation read the next
chapter and follow the instructions
carefully.

INSTALLATION
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IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE
The implementation procedure is made up of different steps to be performed in
the following order:
- preparation and start-up of the Base station
- affiliation of all satellites with the Base station
- satellites positioning
- completion of connections
- checking proper installation
It is possible to do the affiliation in the laboratory and then go to the elevator
system to position the devices.

ATTENTION
The system is supplied in a kit.
For replacement or addition of a new satellite after
the affiliation procedure is completed, you must
make sure the Base station and satellite have the
same software version (see procedure on page 83).

Preparation and start-up of the Base station
Inserting the SIM card
Before inserting the SIM card, make sure the Base station is off and that no
electrostatic discharge is present in order to avoid it being damaged. Use all due
precaution to avoid electrostatic discharge.
 Remove the cover using the tab on the top.
 Push the SIM Card housing cover to the left until it unlocks and lift it.
 Carefully slide the SIM Card into its housing cover.
 Lower the SIM Card housing cover and push it to the right until it locks
in place.

ATTENTION
It is not required to remove the PIN code prior to
the use of the Helpy Air.
The PIN code can be entered, if necessary, by
setting parameter 570 (see paragraph “Managing
the PIN code” on page 79).
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Antenna installation
 Screw the antenna extension cable provided in the appropriate
connector.

ATTENTION
Do not install the product in the immediate vicinity
of other electrical or electronic equipment that was
not designed to be combined with it and that could
cause disturbance or interference.

ATTENTION
In order to avoid damage, NEVER power up the
base station without having first installed the
antenna.

Power connection
. Power supply using external 230Vac adapter
 Connect the external adapter to slot F in the photo on page 13.
 Connect the backup battery to slot G in the photo on page 13.
 Close the module cover

or

. Power supply 12Vdc
 Connect the power cable to terminal E in the photo on page 13
according to the polarity.
 Connect the backup battery to slot G in the photo on page 13.
 Close the module cover

Note: the maximum power that can be supplied at power terminal E
is 15Vdc.
Note: the minimum power needed to supply Helpy Air through power
terminal E is 11Vdc.
Note: a sectioning and protection switch should be installed
upstream of the product in order to be able to switch off the
power in the event of a problem.

INSTALLATION
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Affiliation of satellites with the base station
The base station recognizes the various satellites as being part of its network
only after the affiliation procedure has been performed. This procedure is only
done one time for each satellite. Usually the first satellite to be affiliated is the
Satellite with keyboard followed by all of the other satellites one by one.
Each satellite will be identified by the system using a unique number.

ATTENTION
Make sure only one Base station is present and
supplied with power.

Affiliation of Satellite with keyboard
 Screw the antenna extension cable provided with the satellite in the
appropriate connector.
 Turn on the satellite using the BATTERY switch (D in the photo on page
14) holding down the alarm button (C in the photo on page 14) until the
Given alarm LED flashes (yellow, B in the photo on page 14).

The Given alarm LED flashes throughout the entire affiliation procedure.
A vocal affiliation message will announce the end of the procedure after 5
seconds.

Affiliation of basic satellite
 Screw the antenna extension cable provided with the satellite in the
appropriate connector.
 Make a jumper between terminal AL- and the - terminal on the satellite
if it does not have an alarm button.
 Key in
programming.

on the Satellite with keyboard to access the system

The programming activated message will be heard.
 Key in
where X = IDENTIFICATION NUMBER to be assigned to the satellite to
be affiliated (from 1 to 8; usually 1=car, 2=roof, 3=pit).

If the programmed code is correct you will hear a confirmation message,
otherwise you will hear an error message.
 Turn on the satellite to be affiliated using the power switch and holding
down the alarm button, if present.
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The Given alarm LED (yellow), if present or connected, comes on and then
flashes throughout the affiliation procedure.
A vocal affiliation message will announce the end of the procedure after 5
seconds.
 Release the button, if present.
 Remove the jumper between terminal AL- and terminal -, if one was
inserted.
 Mark the affiliated satellite with the identification number assigned.
 Repeat the procedure for each new satellite (it is not necessary to
access programming again).

Note: if the affiliation procedure is not performed at the installation
site, turn off each satellite using the power switch.

Satellite removal
In the case of replacement or removal of a satellite, its affiliation to the base
station must be deleted.
 Key in
programming.

on the Satellite with keyboard to access the system

The programming activated message will be heard.
 Key in
where X = IDENTIFICATION NUMBER of the satellite to be removed
(from 1 to 8, 9 for the Satellite with keyboard).

You will hear "Correct".

INSTALLATION
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Positioning the devices
ATTENTION
For proper communication between the base
station and satellites and proper operation of the
entire system, following the positioning instructions
below.

Example of positioning with machine room below
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INSTALLATION

Example of positioning with machine room above

INSTALLATION
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 Position the Base station using the bracket provided high inside the
elevator compartment in a vertical position (antenna cable connector
pointing up) and aligned with the position of the car satellite.

 Position the antenna connected to the Base station in a spot that
ensures good reception of the GSM signal and so that there are no
metal surfaces disrupting the signal.
 Turn on all of the satellites using the power switch, making sure that the
built-in or connected alarm button is not pressed.

Note: the Given alarm and Received alarm indicator lights, if
connected, will be steadily lit until radio communication is
established with the Base station.
 Position the car satellite, aligning it with the position of the Base station.
 Position the antenna connected to the car satellite on one of the metal
surfaces of the car roof.
 Connect the microphone cable, if any, to the car satellite and center the
microphone over a COP hole by positioning it using the adhesive
support.
 If necessary, connect the button, the lights and the external power
supply as shown in the paragraph "Connections”.
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 Using the bracket provided, position any satellite in the pit, aligning it
with the position of the Base station as shown in the positioning
examples on the previous pages.
 Using the bracket provided, position any satellite on the roof, aligning it
with the position of the Base station as shown in the positioning
examples on the previous pages.
 Position the Satellite with keyboard in the machine room.
 If possible, position the antenna connected to the satellite with keyboard
inside the elevator compartment using the extension so that it is aligned
with the base station.

Roof and pit satellites
attachment example

INSTALLATION

Car panel satellite attachment
example
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Connections
If the Satellite COP is used in the car no connection is necessary. If on the
other hand a Satellite CAR is used, the emergency call button and the Given
alarm and Received alarm indicator lights must be connected.
The contact filter and a door opening mechanism can also be connected to the
Base station.

Connecting the Given alarm and the Received alarm indicator lights.
 Connect, following one of the diagrams shown below, the GIVEN ALARM
INDICATOR LIGHT that must be YELLOW: it comes on after pushing the
emergency call button to indicate that the alarm procedure has started.
The GIVEN ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT must be 12V, max. 50mA.

 Connect, following one of the diagrams shown below, the RECEIVED
ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT that must be GREEN.
The RECEIVED ALARM INDICATOR LIGHT must be 12V, max. 50mA.
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Connecting the emergency call buttons
Emergency call buttons with normally open clean contacts or powered contacts
can be connected to the satellites.
 For the clean contact emergency call button, connect the button to
terminal AL- and terminal -.

 For the powered emergency call button, connect the button following
one of the diagrams shown below based on the wiring of the system
and respecting the indicated polarities:

INSTALLATION
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Other connections
 Connect the filter to terminals IN1 and - on the Base station (clean
contacts).
 Connect a door opening mechanism to the RELE’ terminal on the Base
station.
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MINIMUM OPERATIONS TO VERIFY PROPER
INSTALLATION
1. CHECKING BASE STATION LED
 Make sure the GSM registration status LED (red LED on the Base
station) flashes briefly every 3 seconds (see paragraph "GSM registration
status LED (red)" on page 99).

Note: if the GSM registration status LED remains steady for more
than 30 seconds, make sure the antenna is properly
connected, the SIM is correctly inserted and the PIN code is
correctly managed (see paragraph “Managing the PIN code”
on page 79).
 Check the intensity of the GSM signal using the green LED on the Base
station (see paragraph "GSM signal intensity LED (green)" on page 99).
 Check the correct radio connection between the Base station and each
satellite through the blue LED on the Base station (see paragraph
"Satellites radio connection LED (blue)" on page 100).

2. PROGRAMMING
 Enter programming: key in

on the satellite with keyboard.

The programming activated message will be heard.
 Verify the number of the affiliated satellite on the base station:
key in

.

The identification number of each affiliated satellite is heard (even if not
present or not connected).
 Check the level of the radio signal between each satellite and the base
station:
key in
followed by the satellite identification number.

The radio signal level is heard (0~5).
Note: for good communication, it is recommended to position the
antenna of the car satellite so that you have a signal level of
at least 2.
 Program a number for the emergency-call alarm:
key in
<telephone number>

.

 To listen to the number:
key in
.
INSTALLATION
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 Record the elevator identification message, which must contain the
information on the system location:
key in
and state the message.
 Key in

to end message recording.

 To listen to it again:

.

 Perform an external call to make sure the telephone line is working:
key in
and, after the "Correct" message, key in the telephone
number to perform the test.
 To finish the call, key in

.

3. TESTING THE ALARM PROCEDURE ON EACH SATELLITE
 Press the emergency call button for more than 2 seconds (factory
value).

The alarm starts.
4. RESPONDING TO THE ALARM and RESETTING IT
 From the called number answer the call.
 Press

or wait. Listen to the message.

 Press

or wait. It goes into handsfree mode.

 To stop the alarm:
press
and, after the "Correct" message, press
.
If the alarm procedure cannot be interrupted remotely (e.g., the programmed
telephone number is incorrect), just key in * <Password># (factory:
)
from the Satellite with keyboard or briefly pressing the reset button inside the Base
station.

5. DYNAMIC CHECKING OF RADIO CONNECTION
 Move the lift car to the top floor.
 Send an SMS to the telephone number of the SIM card inserted in the
Base station. The SMS text must be the following:

Et.ha *0# 971
Where 0 = default installer password.
 Move the lift car to the bottom floor and wait the answer SMS.

The dynamic check has a maximum duration of 5 minutes.
If the check is successful the text of the answer SMS is as follows:
Et.ha *ADMINPWD# 97TEST-OK
If the check fails the text of the answer SMS is as follows:
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Et.ha *ADMINPWD# 97TEST-KO
In this case modify the satellites position and make a new dynamic check.

USING THE RESET BUTTON
The Base station has a reset button (D in the figure on page 13).
Using the reset button:
- Pressing briefly
Interrupts an alarm in progress call.
The brief pressure equals the insertion of the sequence
* <Password> # from the Satellite with keyboard.
- Pressing longer (5 seconds)
Allow the reset of the entire system.
The prolonged pressure restarts the alarm system without having to switch
off the power.
The reset does not change the programming of the device.

INSTALLATION
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OPERATION AT REST
In rest status, the system performs the following:
 checks the radio connection between the Base station and each satellite;
 checks the status of the satellite batteries;
 periodically checks the status of theBase station battery (if the related
technology alarms were enabled during programming);
If one of the checks listed above finds a malfunction, the system starts the
alarm procedure described in the following chapter "Operation in alarm".
The system also performs:
 the periodic automatic test call according to EN 81-28:2004, section 4.2.1,
at programmable intervals (if this function was enabled during
programming) to the programmed number (or numbers) according to the
procedure described in chapter "Periodic test calls".

OPERATION IN ALARM
ATTENTION
If an error causes the activation of an alarm
procedure and the programmed number is
incorrect
AND THEREFORE IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO
INTERRUPT THE ALARM PROCEDURE
REMOTELY
key in from the satellite with keyboard:

*<PASSWORD> #
(factory:
).
The alarm stops immediately and the system goes
back into rest mode.
The method for managing alarms by normal telephone used is described below.
For management using automatic protocols (Esse-ti or P100), consult the
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related documentation. The codes shown below ("Acknowledgement",
"Handsfree", "Exclusion" and "End") are those set in the factory. If this codes
are reprogrammed, use the new codes.

Call cycles
The system calls the numbers that are programmed and associated to the alarm
event in sequence.
This performs (factory setting) two consecutive calls to each number with a
maximum duration of about 1 minute each. Once the last number is called,
supposing that no number supplied the alarm system with the proper codes to
stop the alarm, a new call cycle begins, starting with the first number.
For the emergency call alarm, the number of call cycles is unlimited.
For technology and credit alarms and for periodic automatic test calls, the
number of call cycles is programmable from 1 to 10 (factory set to 3).
The special condition for technology and credit alarms and the periodic test
alarm is the "CLI" mode. Some call centres, distribution calls for different
alarms on different lines, manage to distinguish the event that occurred thanks
to the caller identification information (CLI). In this manner, there is no need to
establish a connection to determine what happened, it is only necessary to be
sure that at least one call was forwarded to the free number. Setting a call
centre with CLI function as the recipient of an alarm call, the alarm will
perform the programmed number of call cycles until it finds a free number. At
this point the calls ends without the need for a response.

OPERATION
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Emergency-call alarm
This is the device's primary function.
If one of the emergency call buttons is pressed, the alarm system calls the
numbers that are programmed and associated with that type of alarm in
sequence.
Simultaneously:
 the satellite corresponding to the button pressed plays the courtesy message
to reassure the person who is trapped;
 the GIVEN ALARM indicator light comes on.
Note: the alarm related to the button installed in the car is subject
to the status of the input filter if it is enabled.

ATTENTION
During elevator system maintenance, the input
filter must be disabled.

How to answer an
immediately the alarm

emergency

call

and

reset

Refer to the figure "How to manage a help call" on page 40.
 After responding to the call, the alarm type identification message is
heard ("Emergency request from satellite x") followed by the system
identification message (recording during installation).
 After hearing both messages two times, a connection is automatically
made with the satellite corresponding to the button that was pressed
and you can speak to the person who called for help. You can change
over to handsfree more quickly by pressing
("Handsfree" code) while
listening to the message.

Note: you can listen to the messages again at any time by keying in
the
"Acknowledgement" code.
The handsfree connection has a limited duration, factory set to 5 minutes.
When the time is almost over, a warning message is heard and all you need
to do is press
to reset the time available. You can reset the time an
unlimited number of times.
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 Key in

("Exclusion" code).

You will hear "Correct".
Note: the RECEIVED ALARM indicator light comes on when
is pressed.
 Key in

or

("End" code).

You will hear "Correct".
The alarm stops and the system goes back into rest mode.

How to answer an emergency call and suspend the
alarm: the alarm will be terminated by the rescue team
locally
Refer to the figure "How to manage a help call" on page 40.
 After responding to the call, the alarm type identification message is
heard ("Emergency request from satellite x") followed by the system
identification message (recording during installation).
 After hearing both messages two times, a connection is automatically
made with the satellite corresponding to the button that was pressed
and you can speak to the person who called for help. You can change
over to handsfree more quickly by pressing
("Handsfree" code) while
listening to the message.

Note: you can listen to the messages again at any time by keying in
the
"Acknowledgement" code.
The handsfree connection has a limited duration, factory set to 5 minutes.
When the time is almost over, a warning message is heard and all you need
to do is press
to reset the time available. You can reset the time an
unlimited number of times.
 Key in

("Exclusion" code) to suspend the alarm.

You will hear "Correct".
Note: the RECEIVED ALARM indicator light comes on when
is pressed.

or

 Hang up the telephone.

The alarm remains SUSPENDED, waiting to be ended by the rescue team
from the Satellite with keyboard. The other programmed numbers are not
OPERATION
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called. If the alarm is not ended within 60 minutes or if the person trapped
pushes the button again (or any other button is pressed), it starts over.

End the alarm from the Satellite with keyboard (rescue team)
Refer to the figure "How to reset the emergency alarm locally (rescue team)"
on page 41.
The alarm is suspended; the RECEIVED ALARM indicator light is on.
 Key in the
<PASSWORD> . For example, if the password was not
changed from the factory setting, key in:
.

You will hear "Correct".
 Press the number sign
 Press

.

("End" code).

You will hear "Correct" twice.
The alarm system performs an automatic call to the telephone number that
suspended the alarm to signal that the alarm itself was ended by the Satellite
with keyboard.
 After responding to the call, the "Alarm, end of alarm" message is heard
twice followed by the elevator identification message (recorded during
installation).
 Press

("End" code).

You will hear "Correct".
The telephone call is ended.
The alarm stops and the system goes back into rest mode.
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Operations possible remotely while the alarm is suspended
The following is possible from remote, while the alarm is SUSPENDED and
before the rescue team arrives on site, simply by calling the alarm system:
1. establish a connection with the satellite that the alarm came from (to
speak to the trapped person again) and with the other satellites
installed in the system;
2. open the door;
3. reset the alarm.
 Calling the alarm system and waiting for a response. The device
responds automatically and goes into handsfree communication with the
person who called for help.
 Press

<PASSWORD>

(factory set:

)

1. To establish a connection with other satellites installed in the system
 Key in:

to speak with Satellite 1;
to speak with Satellite 2;
to speak with Satellite 3;
to speak with the Satellite with keyboard;
to turn off the satellites.
2 To open the door
 Key in:

to open the door.
3 To reset the suspended alarm from remote
 Press the number sign
 Key in

.

("End" code).

You will hear "Correct" twice.
The alarm is reset and the call is ended.
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Technology and credit alarms
The system performs the following checks:
 radio connection between the Base station and each satellite;
 status of the satellite batteries.
If there is no prolonged radio communication (factory set at 60 minutes for
each satellite) or the battery is low on one of the satellites, the alarm system
starts the alarm procedure, calling the numbers associated to those types of
alarms in sequence. If there are no numbers associated, the alarm system calls
the numbers associated to the help request alarm in sequence.
If technology alarms such as the following were enabled:
 low battery, Base station;
 replace battery, Base station;
 no power 12Vdc, Base station;
and
 SIM card expiration,
when one of these occurs, the device starts the alarm procedure, calling the
numbers associated with those types of alarms in sequence.
If, on the other hand, the credit alarm is enabled, at the end of each outgoing
call, the amount of credit remaining is acquired. This value is compared with
the programmed threshold and if it is lower, the device starts an alarm
procedure calling the number or numbers associated with that type of alarm.
To manage this type of alarm, refer to the figure "How to answer the
technologic alarms, insufficient credit alarms and automatic test calls" on page
45.
 After responding to the call, listing to the message identifying the type
of alarm ("Radio link failure from satellite x" or "Low battery from
satellite x" or "Low battery” from Base station or "Battery to be
replaced” from Base station or "Mains power failure" from Base Station
or "Diagnostic " in the event of SIM expiration or "Expiring SIM credit ")
followed by the system identification message (recording during
installation).

Note: you can listen to the messages again at any time by keying in
the
"Acknowledgement" code.
At this point:
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 To be excluded from the alarm procedure press
("Exclusion" code):
the alarm procedure continues, calling any other programmed numbers,
but the number in question will no longer be called in subsequent cycles.

OR
 To end the alarm, press
number will be called.

("End" code): no other programmed

PERIODIC TEST CALLS
Automatic test
According to the standard that regulates safety for elevator alarm systems (EN
81-28:2004, 4.2.1), the system must be able to perform periodic calls to signal
normal operation. To activate the function, refer to the paragraph
"Programming data for periodic automatic test calls" page 55. The device calls
the numbers associated to the automatic test.
Refer to the figure "How to answer the technologic alarms, insufficient credit
alarms and automatic test calls" on page 45.
 After responding to the call, the "Periodic call" message is heard
followed by the elevator identification message (recorded during
installation).

Note: you can listen to the messages again at any time by keying in
the
"Acknowledgement" code.
At this point:
 To be excluded from subsequent calls press
("Exclusion" code): the
procedure continues, calling any other programmed numbers, but the
number in question will no longer be called in subsequent cycles.

OR
 To end the call, press
be called.

OPERATION

("End" code). No other telephone number will
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ATTENTION
If the automatic test call could not be ended
remotely (if, for example, the number entered is
incorrect), proceed as follows to end the procedure:
From the satellite with keyboard key in

*<PASSWORD> #
(factory set:

)

Re-enter *<PASSWORD> #
Key in 340
Key in *<PASSWORD>#.

Manual test
The standard requires that a manual system test is performed periodically by
pressing the alarm button and establishing a handsfree conversation.
For the alarm system, this is a normal help request for all intents and purposes.
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PROGRAMMING
The system can be programmed:
 locally using the Satellite with keyboard;
 remotely by calling the Base station from a multi-frequency telephone or
by sending an SMS.
Note: information on any programming performed can be received
both locally (via the Satellite with keyboard) and remotely
(using a multi-frequency telephone or SMS) (see paragraph
"Listening to the programming again" on page 60).
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ACCESSING AND EXITING PROGRAMMING
To program the system, both locally and remotely, a password is required to
access programming mode. The system has an INSTALLER password, which
allows all programming to be performed, and an OPERATOR password for the
maintenance technician, which allows a reduced set of programming. Later in
the manual, for each programming there is a check mark  to show if it is
accessible by the installer, maintenance technician or both.
Note: if the installer and operator passwords are the same, the
system always interprets the password as the installer.

Satellite with keyboard
PROGRAMMING ACCESS
 Key in <INSTALLER OR OPERATOR PASSWORD> .
For example, if the factory set password (0) was not changed, key in
.

The "Programming mode activated" message will be heard.
At this point you can insert the various programming codes one by one (for the
various codes, refer to the sections "Basic programming" and "Advanced
programming").
If a programmed code is correct, the "Correct" message is given, if not the
message will be "Wrong ". If a code is entered without accessing programming,
the "Disabled programming " message is given.

EXITING PROGRAMMING
When programming is complete, it is recommended that you exit from the
programming status:
 Key in <INSTALLER OR OPERATOR PASSWORD> .
For example, if the factory set password (0) was not changed, key in
.

The "Programming mode deactivated" message will be heard.
Note: in any event, programming is exited after 30 minutes.

PROGRAMMING
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Remote telephone
PROGRAMMING ACCESS
 Call the Base station remotely

The Base station responds automatically to the call (after the number of rings
programmed in "Automatic response", factory set to 2 rings) and the voice
message identifying the system is heard (which must be recorded during
installation).
 Enter:
<INSTALLER OR OPERATOR PASSWORD> .
For example, if the factory set password (0) was not changed, key in
.

The "Programming mode activated" message will be heard.
 Proceed with programming.

If a code entered is correct, the "Correct" message is given, if not the message
will be "Wrong".
The connection duration is limited and programmable (see paragraph
"Connection duration after automatic response" page 77), factory set to 3
minutes. Before the time available for the connection expires, the warning
message "Press zero to continue" is heard. Pressing the number indicated
within 10 seconds resets the time available.

EXITING PROGRAMMING
To exit programming, just hang up.
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PROGRAMMING VIA SMS
Programming via SMS can be performed from any mobile phone or other
device that can send SMS messages. An SMS notifying the programming was
performed is sent by the Helpy Air to the number that sent the programming
SMS.

ATTENTION
Programmed performed via SMS sent from the
Internet could not have a positive result if the
required format is not followed.

MESSAGE FORMAT
Each programming SMS must contain the password, which allows access to
programming, and the programming codes to be performed.
The message format must be as follows:
Et.ha *xxx# c..c c..c
Where:
Et.ha
: is the start of the programming string
*xxx#
: is the password string (default installer password xxx = 0)
c..c
: programming code
The strings and programming codes must be separated by a space.
Refer to the related paragraphs for the programming codes.

NOTIFICATION MESSAGE FORMAT
The format of the notification message to the user who sent a programming
SMS is similar to the programming message:
Et.ha *ADMINPWD# c..c c..cERROR
Where:
Et.ha *ADMINPWD#
: is the beginning of the string
c..c
: is the accepted programming code
c..cERROR
: is the refused programming code

PROGRAMMING
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BASIC PROGRAMMING
The basic programming that must be performed on the device are as follows:
 programming of telephone numbers for each type of alarm and the
related type of receiver;
 date and time;
 recording the elevator identification message;
 activation of the Base station low battery alarm (as per EN 8128:2004);
 activation of the Base station replace battery alarm;
 programming of the periodic test call data (as per EN 81-28:2004);
 programming of the system identification in the event one or more
types of alarms are sent to a call centre with automatic protocols
(Esse-ti or P100). This identification must be assigned by the call
centre itself;
 adjustment of the handsfree volume for the satellites and massages.

Programming the telephone numbers
Installer


Operator

Up to 12 telephone numbers can be programmed.
Each one can be associated to one of the following types of events:
 Emergency call alarm
 Battery alarms
 Periodic automatic test call.
 No radio connection technology alarm
 Insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm
 12Vdc Base station power failure alarm
and can correspond to one of the possible types of receivers:
 normal telephone user with manual alarm management
 call centre with Esse-ti protocol (HeCall software)
 call centre with CLI functionality
 SMS text messages
 call centre with P100 protocol
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To program the telephone numbers, follow the procedure:
(POSITION)
…

(EVENT)

(RECEIVER)

(phone number max. 20 figures) [

]

 Press 21.
 Enter the position of the telephone number in the table of 12 available
numbers, from 01 to 12.
 Enter a number related to the event that the device is calling about:

1
2
3
4
5
7

Emergency call button;
Battery alarms;
Periodic automatic test call;
No radio connection technology alarm;
Insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm;
Base station power failure alarm.

 Enter a number related to the type of RECEIVER corresponding to the
telephone number:

2

normal telephone user (manual alarm management without
any automatic protocol);
call centre with Esse-ti protocol (HeCall software);
call centre with CLI functionality;
SMS text messages;
call centre with P100 protocol.

3
4
5
6

 Enter the telephone number, maximum 20 digits.
 Press #.

To insert several numbers, repeat the procedure changing the table position.
The numbers will be called according to their position.
To delete a phone number, key directly

after the position.

Example:
POSIT SOURCE

RECEIVER

01
02
03
04
05

NORMAL TELEPHONE USER = 2

EMERGENCY CALL =1
EMERGENCY CALL =1
TEST CALL = 3
BATTERY = 2
INSUFF. CREDIT =

PROGRAMMING

5

NUMBER

0719876543
0710123456
CALL CENTRE CLI = 4
0717890123
NORMAL TELEPHONE USER = 2 0714567890
SMS = 5
3331234567
CALL CENTRE PROT. ESSE-TI =3
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Key in:
for the 1st number
for the 2nd number
for the 3rd number
for the 4th number
for the 5th number

Programming the clock
Installer


Operator

The system is provided with an internal clock.
Note: the internal clock is provided with a specific battery therefore
it works even if the alarm system is not fed.
Note: the system automatically switches from legal to solar time and
vice versa.

Date
(wd)

(dd)

(mm)

(yy)

 Press 36.
 Enter a number for the weekday:

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

 Enter the date in the format day month year (two digits).

Example: for Sunday 05/05/2013 key in
.
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Time
(hhmm)
 Press 35.
 Enter hour and minutes (from 00:00 to 23:59).

Example: for 14:50 key in

Recording/listening to the elevator identification
message
The elevator identification message must be recorded (REQUIRED during
installation). This message identifies the elevator system during an alarm and
must contain the information regarding the location of the system itself.

Record the message
Installer


Operator

(recording)
 Press 7101.

You will hear "Correct".
 Record the message (max. 1 minute).
 At the end of the message press

("End" code) to end recording.

Note: if recording the message from a remote telephone, hang up
when finished recording.
Note: it is not necessary to use all of the time available.

Listen to the message
Installer


Operator


(listen)
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 Press 7201.

Listen to the message.

Customize the message per each satellite
Installer


Operator

Allows to record an additional message delivering the position of the satellite
sending out the alarm call.
(satellite) (recording)
 Press 401.
 Insert the number for the satellite:

1
Satellite 1;
2
Satellite 2;
3
Satellite 3;
…
… … … …;
9
Satellite with keyboard.
You will hear "Correct".
 Record the message (max. 5 seconds).
 At the end of the message press

("End" code) to end recording.

Note: if recording the message from a remote telephone, hang up
when finished recording.

Base station low battery alarm
Installer


Operator

Allows enabling of the low battery technology alarm on the Base station
Helpy Air sends an alarm to the programmed numbers when the battery power
goes below the threshold.
Factory setting: alarm disabled.
(setting)
 Press 52.
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 Enter:

0
1

to disable the Base station low battery alarm;
to enable the Base station low battery alarm.

Note: once the low battery alarm is enabled, the status of the
battery is immediately checked.
Example: to enable to low battery alarm, key in:

.

Base station replace battery alarm
Installer


Operator

Allows enabling of the replace battery alarm on the Base station.
Helpy Air sends an alarm to the programmed numbers when the battery has
exhausted the charging cycles.
Factory setting: alarm disabled.
(setting)
 Press 56.
 Enter:

0
1

to disable the Base station replace battery alarm;
to enable the Base station replace battery alarm.

Programming data for periodic automatic test
calls
Installer


Operator

According to the standard that regulates safety for elevator alarm systems (EN
81-28:2004, 4.2.1), the system must be able to perform periodic calls to signal
normal operation. To meet this requirement proceed as follows:

Program the call time
Factory setting: 04:00.
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(hhmm, 0000 2359)
 Press 32.
 Enter the time, in the format hours minutes, when the call must be
made.

Example: to program the call time at 03:40 key in
.
Note: in order for it to work properly, the internal clock must be
programmed (page 52).

Enable automatic test calls.
Factory setting: automatic test calls disabled.

ATTENTION
To comply with EN 81-28:2004,
the periodic test call must always be enabled and
must occur at least every 3 days.
(setting)
 Press 34.
 Enter:

0
1

to disable the periodic automatic test call;
to enable the periodic automatic test call.

Example: to enable the automatic test call key in:
.
Note: whenever the automatic test call is enabled, the system
automatically performs a test call as soon as the current time
is equal or subsequent to the hour programmed for the call.
Note: before programming the parameters for the periodic
automatic test call, make sure the telephone numbers have
been programmed as described in the paragraph
"Programming the telephone numbers on page 50.
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Force an automatic test call
After having programmed all of the previous parameters, the automatic test call
can be attempted. This call does not affect the set timing.

 Press 34.
 Press 2.

The device immediately performs the automatic test call.

ATTENTION
If the automatic test call could not be ended
remotely (if, for example, the number entered is
incorrect),
to end the procedure from the satellite with
keyboard:
- key in *<PASSWORD>#
(factory setting: *0#),
- re-enter *<PASSWORD>#,
- key in 340,
- re-enter *<PASSWORD>#.

Program the call timing
Factory setting: 3 days.
(1-9 days)
 Press 31.
 Enter the number of days between calls.

Example: to program a 1 day period key in

.

Programming the protocols identification code
Installer


Operator

If the alarm calls are sent to call centres with automatic protocols (Esse-ti or
P100), the elevator identification code, which should have been previously
PROGRAMMING
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assigned by the call centre, must be programmed. This code will be sent from
the alarm system to the call centre during alarm calls to identify itself.
(protocol)

…

(code) [

]

 Press 22.
 Enter the protocol number:

2
3

Esse-ti;
P100.

 Insert the identification code assigned to the system:

10 digits for Esse-ti protocol;
8 digits for P100 protocol.
 Press # (only for P100 protocol).

Only numbers can be used, not letters.

Programming volume
Installer


Operator


The loudspeaker volume (voices and messages) and the sensitivity of the
microphone for each satellite can be adjusted.
Factory setting: for each satellite loudspeaker volume 5, microphone
sensitivity 5, message volume 4.
(satellite)

(loudspeaker volume)

(microphone sensitivity)

(message volume)

 Press 80.
 Insert the number for the satellite:

1
2
3
…
9

Satellite 1;
Satellite 2;
Satellite 3;
… … …;
Satellite with keyboard.

 Enter the loudspeaker volume number (from 1 to 8)
 Enter the microphone sensitivity number (from 1 to 7).
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 Enter the loudspeaker volume for pre-recorded messages (from 1 to 8)
 Press #.

Example: to set the Satellite 1 loudspeaker volume and microphone
sensitivity to the minimum, key in:
.
Example: to adjust the Satellite 2 loudspeaker volume to the maximum,
key in:
.

Programming general volume
You can adjust the volume for all satellites in the system simultaneously.
(loudspeaker volume)
(microphone sensitivity)

(message volume)

 Press 81.
 Enter the loudspeaker volume number (from 1 to 8)
 Enter the microphone sensitivity number (from 1 to 7).
 Enter the loudspeaker volume for pre-recorded messages (from 1 to 8)
 Press #.
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LISTEN TO THE PROGRAMMING AGAIN
Installer


Operator


Allows all programming to be listened to again
(

...

)

 Enter the prefix of the programming code to be listened to.
 Key in *.

Example: to hear if the test call is enabled key in:
.
Example: to hear the telephone number saved in position 02 key in:
.
Example: to hear the volume for Satellite 1 key in:
.
Note: after listening, programming can be continued or another
programming can be listened to.

RESTORE FACTORY SETTINGS
Installer


Operator

Allows the device to be reset to the factory settings (except for the date and
time, telephone numbers, language, Esse-ti or P100 identification protocol and
messages, which are not changed).

 Press 99.

Note: this code also exits programming mode.
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Factory settings
Base station low battery
Disabled
Base station replace battery
Disabled
Base station 12V power failure
Disabled
Disabled
Insufficient credit and SIM Enabled
card expiration alarm
Credit Threshold
€5
Enabled
Disabled
Periodic automatic test
Call time
04:00
call.
Frequency
3 days
Loudspeaker
5
Microphone
5
Satellites volume
Messages
4
0
Installer password
1
Operator password
Alarm button activation
2 seconds
delay
Wait time before sending
60 minutes for each satellite
alarm for lack of radio
connection
Disabled
Filter
Normally open
Input filter
Handsfree connection
Automatic handsfree connection after messages
mode during an alarm
Alarm reset by “End” code
Alarm reset mode
Acknowledgement code
5
Handsfree code
0
Alarm management codes
Exclusion code
1
End code
9
Duration of handsfree
5 minutes
connection during alarm
Cycles
3
Call cycles (for all alarms
Call the same number for each
except for emergency call)
2
cycle
Active after 2 rings
Automatic response
Operation mode after
Programming mode
automatic response
Technology alarms:
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Connection duration after
automatic response
Relay setting
Relay intermittence
Door opener relay closure
delay
DTMF generator setting
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3 minutes
Door opener
Steady-state
2 seconds
DTMF generated by Helpy Air (100 ms)
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ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
Some programmings that are not necessary to use the basic device functions or
that are needed to customize certain characteristics are listed below:
 change installer or operator password
 increase the activation delay of the emergency call buttons from the
factory setting of 2 seconds up to a maximum of 9 seconds
 enable Base station 12Vdc power failure alarm
 enable insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm
 define the delay time before sending the lack of radio connection
alarm
 enable filter
 define the handsfree connection mode during an alarm
 define the alarm reset mode
 customize codes used to manage alarms
 record the courtesy message
 reset to factory pre-recorded messages
 change the language of the pre-recorded messages
 change the duration of the handsfree connection during alarm from the
factory setting of 5 minutes
 program the number of call cycles for technology alarms, insufficient
credit alarm and periodic automatic test alarm
 disable the automatic response function or vary the number of rings
before the response
 define the operation mode after automatic response
 change the duration of the handsfree connection after the automatic
response
 define the relay operation mode
 define the door opener relay closure time
 define the DTMF generator setting
 managing the PIN code.
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Change installer password
Installer


Operator

Factory setting: 0.
…

(old) [

]

…

(new) [

]

…

(new)

 Press 91.
 Key in the old password (max 5 digits).
 Press asterisk *.
 Key in the new password (max 5 digits).
 Press asterisk *.
 To confirm, key in the new password again.
 Press asterisk *.

Example: to change the INSTALLER password from the current
password of 0 to the password 123 key in:
.

ATTENTION
It is best to MAKE A NOTE of the password. If the
password is lost, call technical assistance.

Change the operator password
Installer


Operator

Factory setting: 1.
…

(old) [

]

…

(new) [

]

…

(new)

 Press 92.
 Key in the old password (max 5 digits).
 Press asterisk *.
 Key in the new password (max 5 digits).
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 Press asterisk *.
 To confirm, key in the new password again.
 Press asterisk.

Example: to change the OPERATOR password from the current
password of 1 to the password 345 key in:
.

ATTENTION
It is best to MAKE A NOTE of the password. If the
password is lost, call technical assistance.

Delay for emergency call buttons
Installer


Operator

Allows you to program the minimum number of seconds each emergency call
button must be held down in order to activate the alarm.
Factory setting: 2 seconds.
(seconds)
 Press 42.
 Enter the desired delay in seconds (from 2 to 9).

Base station 12Vdc power failure alarm
Installer


Operator

Enables the Base station 12Vdc power failure alarm.
The alarm is activated when the 12Vdc power failure lasts for the programmed
period of time.
Factory setting: alarm disabled.
(setting)
 Press 51.
PROGRAMMING
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 Enter two digits for the desired setting:

00
from 01 to 99

to disable the power failure alarm;
to enable the alarm with a power failure
time of one minute for each unit.

Example: to enable the 12Vdc power failure alarm with a 3 minute
delay, key in:
.

Insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm
Installer


Operator

Allows the enabling of the credit and SIM card expiration check procedure and
the related alarms
The credit check is performed at the end of each outgoing call. The credit value
is compared to the programmable threshold and if it is less, an alarm is
generated to the programmed number.
The SIM expiration check makes sure no more than 10 months have passed
since the date of the last SIM card reload. The data related to the SIM purchase
date or first reload date must be entered manually, while at each subsequent
reload, the system automatically updates the expiration date by checking the
credit. If no reloads are made within 10 months, an alarm is generated to the
programmed number.

ATTENTION
The credit request can be enabled only with a
prepaid SIM card (not contract) from the following
Italian carriers: TIM, Vodafone and Wind.
The service may be subject to variations from the
carrier.

Enable the credit and SIM expiration check.
Factory setting: credit and SIM expiration check disabled.
(setting)
 Press 240.
 Enter:
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0
1

to disable the credit and SIM expiration check;
to enable the credit and SIM expiration check.

Program the alarm threshold
Factory setting: €5.
(credit limit expressed in Euro)
 Press 241.
 Enter the threshold in Euro (from 01 to 99).

Example: to program an alarm threshold of 15 Euro, key in:
.

Hear the remaining credit
If the credit check is enabled you can find out how much credit is left on the
SIM card by listening to it from the Satellite with keyboard.

 Press 242*.

Enter the date of the last SIM card reload
(dd)

(mm)

(yy)

 Press 243.
 Enter the date in the format day month year (two digits).

PROGRAMMING
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Wait time before sending lack of radio connection
Installer


Operator

Allows you to define the amount of time without radio connection between the
Base station and each satellite before the related alarm is sent.
Factory setting: 60 minutes for each satellite.
(minutes) [

(satellite)

]

 Press 29.
 Insert the number for the satellite:

1
2
3
…
9

Satellite 1;
Satellite 2;
Satellite 3;
… … …;
Satellite with keyboard.

 Enter the number of minutes without radio connection before the alarm
is sent (from 1 to 999).
 Press # if the number of minutes is less than 3 digits.

Enable filter
Installer


Operator


The "Alarm Filter" is used to stop the emergency button (installed in the car)
from sending an alarm in the following situations:
 the car is at the floor and the doors are open
 the car is moving and the doors will open at the next floor.
The filter has no effect on the other buttons (pit or roof) that may be installed.
Factory setting: filter disabled.

ATTENTION
To comply with EN 81-28:2004
the filter must always be connected and enabled.
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Enable filter
(satellite)
 Press 53.
 Press 1.
 Enter the number of the satellite installed in the car:

1
2
3
…
9

Satellite 1;
Satellite 2;
Satellite 3;
… … …;
Satellite with keyboard.

Disable filter
 Press 53.
 Press 00.

ATTENTION
During elevator maintenance the filter must be
DISABLED.

Input filter normally closed/open
Allows input filter IN1 to be programmed as normally closed or normally open.
Factory setting: input filter normally open.
(setting)
 Press 48.
 Enter:

0
1

PROGRAMMING

for normally closed contact;
for normally open contact;
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Handsfree connection mode during an alarm
Installer


Operator

Allows you to modify the handsfree connection mode during an emergency-call
alarm.
- Handsfree activation by “Handsfree activation” code: the receiver of the
emergency-call, after receiving the call and listening the alarm type and the
elevator identification messages, to speak with the trapped person must
dial the "Handsfree Activation” code (factory setting: 0).
- Automatic handsfree activation after messages: the receiver of the
emergency-call, after receiving the call and listening the alarm type and the
elevator identification messages, is in immediate communication with the
trapped person. The receiver can change over to handsfree more quickly by
pressing the "Handsfree Activation” code (factory setting: 0).
- Immediate and automatic handsfree activation: the receiver of the
emergency-call, after receiving the call, is in immediate communication
with the trapped person. The receiver can listen to the alarm type and the
elevator identification messages by pressing the “Acknowledgement” code
(factory setting: 5).
Factory setting: automatic handsfree activation after messages.
(setting)
 Press 78.
 Enter:

0
1
2

handsfree activation by “Handsfree activation” code;
automatic handsfree activation after messages;
immediate and automatic handsfree activation (no messages).

Alarm reset mode
Installer


Operator

Allows you to modify the emergency-call alarm reset mode.
- Automatic reset: the receiver of the emergency-call, after talking to the
trapped person, must hang up the phone to reset the alarm.
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-

Alarm reset by “End” code: the receiver of the emergency-call, after
talking to the trapped person, to reset the alarm must dial the “End” code
(factory setting 9). The receiver can also suspend the alarm by pressing the
“Exclusion” code (factory setting: 1).
Factory setting: alarm reset by “End” code.
(setting)

 Press 77.
 Enter:

0
1

automatic reset;
reset by “End” code.

Codes for managing alarms
These programs allow the alarm management codes to be reprogrammed:
 "ACKNOWLEDGEMENT" CODE: factory setting 5
 "HANDSFREE" CODE: factory setting 0.
 "END" CODE: factory setting 9
 "EXCLUSION" CODE: factory setting 1.

ATTENTION
The codes must be different from each other.

"ACKNOWLEDGEMENT" code
Installer


Operator

This is the code that must be keyed in after responding to an alarm call to listen
to the elevator identification message and the type of alarm message.
Factory setting: 5.
…

(from 1 to 3 digits)

[

]

 Press 47.
 Enter the "Acknowledgement" code.
PROGRAMMING
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 Press # if the "Acknowledgement" code is less than 3 digits.

"HANDSFREE" DURING ALARM code
Installer


Operator

This is the code that must be keyed in to activate handsfree communication
with the person who requested assistance. If the code is not keyed in, handsfree
communication is automatically activated after listening to the identification
message.
Factory setting: 0.
…

(from 1 to 3 digits)

[

]

 Press 45.
 Enter the "Handsfree" code
 Press # if the "Handsfree" code is less than 3 digits.

"END" code
Installer


Operator

This is the code that must be keyed in to:
 end the alarms;
 end recording messages from the Satellite with keyboard;
 end the manual call from the Satellite with keyboard.
Factory setting: 9.
…

(from 1 to 3 digits)

[

]

 Press 43.
 Enter the "End" code.
 Press # if the "End" code is less than 3 digits.

Note: for the emergency call alarm, the alarm can only be ending
after suspending it using the "Exclusion" code (factory setting
1).
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"EXCLUSION" FROM ALARM code
Installer


Operator

This is the code that must be keyed in to:
 be excluded from subsequent call cycles in the case of technology alarms,
credit alarms and periodic automatic test calls;
 suspend the help requested alarm.
Factory setting: 1.
…

(from 1 to 3 digits)

[

]

 Press 44.
 Enter the "Exclusion" code.
 Press # if the "Exclusion" code is less than 3 digits.

Recording/listening to the courtesy message
The courtesy message is the one played by the satellite when the corresponding
help request is pushed to reassure the person who has been trapped. The system
has a pre-recorded courtesy message, which can be changed if desired.
Note: if you choose to change the courtesy message, the factory
recorded message can be restored using the code.

Record the courtesy message
Installer


Operator

(message) (recording)
 Press 7102.

You will hear "Correct".
 Record the message (max. 1 minute).
 At the end of the message press

("End" code) to end recording.

Note: if recording the message from a remote telephone, hang up
when finished recording.
Note: it is not necessary to use all of the time available.
PROGRAMMING
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Listen to the courtesy message
Installer


Operator


(message) (listening)
 Press 7202.

Listen to the message.

Reset messages
Installer


Operator

Allows the factory pre-recorded identification and courtesy messages to be
reset.
(message)
 Press 73.
 Enter:

01
02

for the identification message;
for the courtesy message.

Change language
Installer


Operator

Allows the language of the pre-recorded messages to be changed in the system.
(language )
 Press 23.
 Enter:

0
1
2
3
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for messages in Italian;
for messages in English;
for messages in French;
for messages in German;
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4

for messages in Spanish.

Duration of handsfree connection during alarm
Installer


Operator

The handsfree connection during alarm has a limited and programmable
duration (from 1 to 9 minutes). When the time available is about to end, the
system sends a warning message to the calling party. At this point, the call has
ten seconds available to prolong the connection for a time programmed by
pressing 0.
You can reset the available time an unlimited number of times.
Factory setting: 5 minutes.
(MINUTES)
 Press 46.
 Enter the maximum duration (1 to 9 minutes) of the handsfree
communication with the person who requested aid.

Example: to program the duration of the handsfree connection to 6
minutes key in:
.

Call cycles
Installer


Operator

Call cycles
Allows you to program the number of call cycles the device must perform in
the following cases:
 technology alarms
 insufficient credit and SIM card expiration alarm
 periodic automatic test call.
For the emergency call alarm, the call cycles are always unlimited and cannot
be programmed.
Factory setting: 3 cycles.
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(cycles)
 Press 62.
 Enter the number of call cycles (from 0 to 9. 0 indicates 10 call cycles).

Example: to program 5 call cycles key in:

.

Number of calls to the same number for each call cycle.
Allows you to define the number of consecutive calls to the same number for
each cycle.
Factory setting: 2 calls.
(calls)
 Press 60.
 Enter the number of call cycles (from 1 to 9.).

Automatic response
Installer


Operator

Using this function, the device responds automatically to the calls entering
from the urban line. You can program the device remotely using a multifrequency telephone, open the doors or enter into a conversation with the
various satellites.

Enable automatic response
Factory setting: 2 rings.
(number of rings)
 Press 64.
 Enter the number of rings (from 1 to 9) before the system responds
(automatic response). 0 sets the number of rings to 10.

Operation mode after automatic response
Allows you to set the direct connection with the car after the automatic
response.
Factory setting: programming mode.
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(setting)
 Press 79.
 Enter:

0
1

programming mode;
direct connection with the car.

Connection duration after automatic response
Allows you to program the maximum connection duration after automatic
response. When the time available is about to end, the system sends a warning
message to the external user. At this point, the external user has ten seconds
available to prolong the connection for a time programmed by pressing 0.
Factory setting: 3 minutes.
(MINUTES)
 Press 65.
 Enter the number for the maximum duration (in minutes from 1 to 9) of
the connection after automatic response.

Relay setting
Installer


Operator

Operation mode
Allows you to define the relay operation mode.
Factory setting: door opener.
(setting)
 Press 751.
 Enter:

1
2
3
4
5
6
PROGRAMMING

same behaviour as outputs AI;
same behaviour as outputs AR;
active for 12Vdc power failure;
door opener;
active as long as the emergency alarm progress;
active for GSM network loss.
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Intermittence
Factory setting: steady-state.
(setting)
 Press 76.
 Enter:

0
1

steady-state;
intermittent (500 ms ON / 500 ms OFF).

Note: the activation of the relay in an intermittent mode is possible
only when the code 751 is set to 1, 2 or 5.

Door opener relay closure delay
Allows you to define the duration of the door opening relay closure.
Factory setting: 2 seconds.
(seconds)
 Press 83.
 Enter the relay closure in seconds (from 1 to 9).

DTMF generator setting
Installer


Operator

The DTMF tones can be generated by the GSM network or by the device.
Factory setting: DTMF generated by Helpy Air (duration 100ms).
(setting)
 Press 84.
 Enter:

0
1
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DTMF generated by Helpy Air (100 ms);
DTMF generated by GSM network (240 ms).
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Managing the PIN code
Installer


Operator

ATTENTION
Change the installer password of the Helpy Air
unit (so as to prevent undesired modifications or
removal of the PIN code by the parameters listed
below) in case the request for PIN code should be
kept to avoid theft or unauthorized use of the SIM
card.

Entering PIN code (SIM card with active PIN)
Allows you to enter the PIN code to access SIM card when the PIN is active.
The PIN code will be stored by Helpy Air and will be automatically delivered
at further request.
(PIN)

(PIN)

 Press 570.
 Enter the 4-digit PIN.
 Press asterisk *.
 To confirm, enter the 4-digit PIN again.
 Press asterisk *.

Entering PIN code and enabling PIN request
Allows you to enter the PIN code and store it to access SIM card when the PIN
is inactive. It also allows you to enable the PIN request.
(PIN)

(PIN)

 Press 571.
 Enter the 4-digit PIN.
 Press asterisk *.
 To confirm, enter the 4-digit PIN again.
 Press asterisk *.
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Assigning a new PIN to the SIM card
Allows you to assign a new PIN code to the SIM card.
(PIN)

(PIN)

 Press 572.
 Enter the new 4-digit PIN.
 Press asterisk *.
 To confirm, enter the new 4-digit PIN again.
 Press asterisk *.

Note: it is only possible to assign a new PIN code after the previous
PIN code has been entered by parameters 570 or 571.

Assigning a random PIN to the SIM card
Allows you to assign a randomly generated PIN code to the SIM card in order
to prevent theft or unsolicited use.

 Press 582.

Note: it is only possible to assign a random PIN code after the
previous PIN code has been entered by parameters 570 or
571 or after entering a new PIN code by parameter 572.

Disabling PIN request
Allows you to disable PIN request.

 Press 580.

Note: it is possible to disable PIN request only if the previous PIN
code has been entered or assigned by parameters 570, 571,
572 or 582.

Restoring PIN request
Allows you to restore PIN request.
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 Press 581.
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USE
Local and remote use of the alarm system is described below:
The functions are available only after entering a password (*<password>#;
factory setting: *0#).

USE VIA SATELLITE WITH KEYBOARD
Listen to affiliated satellites
Installer


Operator


Allows you to verify the number of the affiliated satellite to the Base station.

 Press 63.

The identification number of each affiliated satellite is heard (even if not
present or not connected).

Hear the radio signal level
Installer


Operator


Allows you to verify the radio signal level between each satellite and the Base
station and the GSM signal level for the base station.
(device)
 Press

.

 Press:

for the Base station GSM signal;
for the radio signal for Satellite 1;
…

for the radio signal for Satellite 2;
... ... ... ... ;
for the radio signal for the Satellite with keyboard.
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A message is heard according to the following table:
Base station GSM signal

Satellite radio signal

0:
1:
2:
3:
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

no signal
low signal level
medium signal level
high signal level
no radio connection
low signal level
medium signal level
good signal level
high signal level
excellent signal level

Check Base station and satellite software
Installer


Operator


Allows you to find out the software version of the GSM module built into the
Base station, of the Base station and of each satellite.

 Press

.

Conversation between the Satellite with keyboard
and another chosen satellite
Installer


Operator


Allows a half-duplex conversation to be established from the Satellite with
keyboard to any other satellite.
(satellite)
 Press:

to activate communication with Satellite 1;
to activate communication with Satellite 2;
to activate communication with Satellite 3.
The yellow indicator light on the Satellite with keyboard starts to flash. When
communication starts, the yellow indicator light goes out and the green
indicator light starts to flash.
USE
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To speak with the selected satellite:
 Hold down the

key.

The yellow indicator light on the satellite with keyboard goes on.
To listen:
 Release the key

.

To end communication:
 Press the

key.

Perform and external call
Installer


Operator


Allows external calls through the Satellite with keyboard.
(message)

 Press

...

(telephone number) external call

.

The message "Correct" is heard.
 Key in the phone number to call.

To end communication:
 Press the

key.

 Press the

key ("End" code).

The message "Correct" is heard.

Opening the doors
Installer


Operator


Allows control of the door opening relay.

 Press
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REMOTE USE

WITH THE ALARM SYSTEM AT REST

Helpy Air can be called from a remote telephone (mobile or multi-frequency
phone) to:
 program it
 hear the number of affiliated satellites
 hear the radio signal levels
 connect with any of the satellites
 active the door opening relay
To access these functions:
 Call the alarm system from outside

When the device responds to the call, the elevator identification message is
received.
 At the end of the message input the password by keying in: * <installer
or operator password>#. For example, if the factory set password (0)
was not changed, key in:
.

The "Programming mode activated" message will be heard.
At this point, you can access all of the programming and the functions shown
below.

Hear affiliated satellites
Installer


Operator


 Press 63.

The identification number of each affiliated satellite is heard (even if not
present or not connected).

Hear the radio signal level
Installer


Operator


(device)
USE
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 Press

.

 Press:

for the Base station GSM signal;
for the radio signal for Satellite 1;
for the radio signal for Satellite 2;
…

for the radio signal for Satellite 3;
… … … …;
for the radio signal for the Satellite with keyboard;

A message is heard according to the following table:
Base station GSM signal

Satellite radio signal

0:
1:
2:
3:
0:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

no signal
low signal level
medium signal level
high signal level
no radio connection
low signal level
medium signal level
good signal level
high signal level
excellent signal level

Connection with a satellite
Installer


Operator


 Press:

to speak with Satellite 1;
to speak with Satellite 2;
…

to speak with Satellite 3;
… … … …;
to speak with the Satellite with keyboard;
to turn off all satellites.

The handsfree connection has a limited duration, factory set to 3 minutes.
When the time is almost over, a warning message is heard and all you need to
do is press
to reset the time available. You can reset the time an unlimited
number of times.
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Activate the door opening relay
Installer

 Press

Operator


.

REMOTE USE WHILE THE EMERGENCY CALL ALARM IS
SUSPENDED
While the emergency call alarm is suspended, it is possible, as described in the
paragraph "Emergency-call alarm" on page 36, to call the alarm system from
outside to:
 establish a handsfree connection with the person who has requested help
 establish a handsfree connection with one of the satellites installed
 open the doors
 reset the help requested alarm
Instructions for accessing the individual functions are given below.

Handsfree connection and door opening
While the emergency call alarm is suspended:
 Call the alarm system remotely.

As soon as the alarm system responds to the call, after the identification
message, a handsfree connection is automatically established with the person
who requested assistance (without the need to key in the password). Once the
connection has been establish and after keying in the password, it is possible to
enter the code to open the doors or enter into communication with any other
satellites in the system (see "Remote use with the alarm system at rest").

Remotely reset the emergency call alarm
This procedure allows a suspended alarm to be reset remotely.
 Call the device from outside.
 Once the identification message has been heard, communication is
automatically established with the person who requested assistance.

USE
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 Key in
<installer or operator password> .
For example, if the password was not changed from the factory setting,
key in:
.
 Press the number sign
 Key in

.

("End" code).

You will hear "Correct" twice.
The alarm is reset and the call is ended.
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MAINTENANCE
In the base station and the various satellites there are no parts that need
maintenance or that can be replaced by the user in the event of a malfunction.
Call the help centre in the event of a malfunction.

BATTERIES
Base station battery replacement
Through a special alarm call, the Helpy Air communicates the exhaustion of the
battery recharge cycles in the Base station and the need for replacement. The
related alarm must be enabled (see page 55).

ATTENTION
Only use replacement batteries supplied by Esse-ti.
Replacement procedure:
 Remove the Base station cover using the tabs on the top.
 Disconnect the external adaptor or the 12Vdc power supply cable.
 Disconnect the battery from the slot G in the photo on page 13.
 Connect the external adaptor or the 12Vdc power supply cable.
 Connect the backup battery to slot G in the photo on page 13.
 Close the module cover

ATTENTION
DANGER OF EXPLOSION if the batteries are
replaced with the wrong type.
Dispose of the used batteries according to
current legislation.

MAINTENANCE
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Replacing satellite batteries
Through a special alarm call, the Helpy Air communicates the exhaustion of the
battery recharge cycles for each satellite and the need for replacement. The
satellite battery status check takes place without the need to enable any type of
alarm.

ATTENTION
Only use replacement batteries supplied by Esse-ti.
Replacement procedure:
 Turn off the satellite using the power switch.
 Disconnect the 12Vdc power supply cable, if any.
 Open the satellite removing the three screws on the back.
 Disconnect the batteries from their connectors.
 Connect the replacement batteries.
 Close the satellite paying attention to the battery cables and tightening
the three screws on the back.
 Connect the 12Vdc power supply cable, if any.
 Turn on the satellite using the power switch, making sure that the
built-in or connected alarm button is not pressed.

ATTENTION
The batteries for each satellite must be replaced
after 7 years.
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QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE
In the tables:
 INST indicates that programming is allowed by the installer;
 OPER indicates that the programming is allowed by the maintenance technician;
 factory programming is highlighted in bold.

Basic programming
BASIC PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMMING
ACCESS

(factory setting:

EXIT
PROGRAMMING

(factory setting:

TELEPHONE
NUMBERS (INST)

<INSTALLER or OPERATOR password>
)

<INSTALLER or OPERATOR password>

(position
from 01
to 12)

)
SOURCE:

RECEIVER:

help
requested
button

-

battery
technology
alarms

USER

periodic
automatic test
call.

ESSE-TI

no radio
connection
alarm

CLI

insufficient
credit and SIM
card expiration
alarm

Base
station power
failure alarm

QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE

…
(X..X =
telephone
number,
max. 20
digits).

SMS

P100
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BASIC PROGRAMMING
day of the week:
SUNDAY
MONDAY
DATE
(INST)

TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY

(dd) (mm) (yy)

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
TIME
(INST)

RECORD THE
MESSAGES
(INST)

(hhmm; from 0000 to 2359)

identification message
(max. 1m)

(message)
Record

courtesy message
(max. 1m)

LISTEN TO THE
MESSAGES
(INST/OPER)

identification message

(listen)

courtesy message
CUSTOMIZE THE
IDENTIFICATION
MESSAGE
(INST)
BASE STATION
LOW BATTERY
ALARM
(INST)
BASE STATION
REPLACE BATTERY
ALARM
(INST)
IDENTIFICATION
PROTOCOL ESSE-TI
(INST)
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(message)
(satellite)

Record

alarm disabled
alarm enabled
alarm disabled
alarm enabled
10 digit identification:

QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE

BASIC PROGRAMMING
IDENTIFICATION
PROTOCOL P100
(INST)

8 digit identification:

Frequency days
AUTOMATIC TEST
DATA
(INST)

(days, from 1 to 9; 3 factory setting)

Time of the call

(hhmm; from 0000 to 2359)
automatic test disabled

Enabling
automatic test

automatic test enabled

Manually perform a test
call
alarm disabled
Enabling
alarm enabled
REMAINING
CREDIT AND SIM
CARD EXPIRATION
(INST)

(credit limit in Euro; 5 factory
setting)

Threshold
Listen to credit
Last reload
date

SATELLITES
VOLUME
(INST/OPER)

(dd)

(satellite)

SATELLITE
VOLUME
GLOBAL
(INST/OPER)

loudspeaker
(from 1 to 8,
5 factory
setting)

loudspeaker
(from 1 to 8,
5 factory setting)

LISTEN TO THE
PROGRAMMING
AGAIN

...

(mm)

microphone
(from 1 to 7,
5 factory
setting)

microphone
(from 1 to 7,
5 factory
setting)

(yy)

messages
(from 1 to
8,
4 factory
setting)

messages
(from 1 to 8,
4 factory
setting)

(programming code prefix)

RESTORE FACTORY
SETTINGS
(INST)

ATTENTION
To comply with EN 81-28:2004:
- the filter (code 53) must always be enabled and connected;
- the periodic test call must always be enabled (code 34) and must
take place at least every 3 days (code 31).

QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE
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Advanced Programming
ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
CHANGE INSTALLER
PASSWORD (INST)

…
(old)

[

CHANGE OPERATOR
PASSWORD
(INST)

…
(old)

[

ALARM BUTTON DELAY
(INST)
12VDC POWER FAILURE
ALARM
(INST)
WAIT TIME BEFORE
SENDING LACK OF
RADIO CONNECTION
(INST)

ENABLE FILTER
(INST/OPER)

..

]

[

]
..
(new)

[

]

[

]
..
(new)

[

]

(new)

..

]

(new)

(seconds, from 2 to9)
alarm disabled
from 01 to 99 = alarm enabled
with activation delay of XX minutes

(satellite)

enabled

…
default

(from 1 to 999; 60 factory

[

]

(satellite)

disabled
NC/NO INPUT FILTER
(INST/OPER)

HANDSFREE
CONNECTION MODE
DURING AN ALARM
(INST)

normally closed
normally open
handsfree activation by “Handsfree activation”
code
automatic handsfree activation after
messages
immediate and automatic handsfree activation
(no messages)

ALARM RESET MODE
(INST)
"ACKNOWLEDGEMENT"
(INST)
"HANDSFREE"
(INST)
"END"
(INST)
"EXCLUSION"
(INST)
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automatic reset
alarm reset by “End” code
...

(from 1 to 3 digits: 5 factory setting)

[

]

...

(from 1 to 3 digits: 0 factory setting)

[

]

...

(from 1 to 3 digits: 9 factory setting)

[

]

...

(from 1 to 3 digits: 1 factory setting)

[

]

QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
RESET MESSAGES
(INST)

CHANGE LANGUAGE
(INST)
DURATION OF
HANDSFREE
CONNECTION FROM
ALARM
(INST)
CALL CYCLES
(INST)
NUMBER OF CALLS TO
THE SAME NUMBER FOR
EACH CYCLE
(INST)
AUTOMATIC RESPONSE
(INST)
OPERATION MODE
AFTER AUTOMATIC
RESPONSE
(INST)
CONNECTION
DURATION AFTER
AUTOMATIC RESPONSE
(INST)

identification message
courtesy message
(language: 0 Italian, 1 English, 2 French, 3
German, 4 Spanish)

(minutes, from 2 to 9; 5 factory setting)

(cycles from 0 to 9; 0= 10 cycles; 3 factory value)

(calls from 1 to 9; 2 factory setting)

(number of rings before response, from 0 to 9;
0=10 rings; 2 factory setting)
programming mode
direct connection with the car

(minutes, from 1to 9; 3 factory setting)

same behaviour as outputs AI
same behaviour as outputs AR
RELAY SETTING
(INST)

active for 12Vdc power failure
door opener
active as long as the emergency alarm progress
active for GSM network loss

RELAY INTERMITTENCE
(INST)
DOOR OPENER RELAY
CLOSURE DELAY
(INST)

QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE

steady-state
intermittent (500 ms ON / 500 ms OFF)
(seconds, from 1to 9; 2 factory setting)
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ADVANCED PROGRAMMING
DTMF GENERATOR
SETTING
(INST)

DTMF generated by Helpy Air (100 ms)
DTMF generated by GSM network (240 ms)

ENTER PIN CODE
(WHEN PIN ACTIVE)
(INST)

(PIN)

(PIN)

ENTER PIN CODE AND
ENABLE PIN REQUEST
(INST)

(PIN)

(PIN)

ASSIGN NEW PIN
(INST)

(PIN)

(PIN)

ASSIGN RANDOM PIN
(INST)
DISABLE PIN REQUEST
(INST)
RESTORE PIN REQUEST
(INST)
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QUICK PROGRAMMING GUIDE

QUICK USE GUIDE
In the tables:


: key in from the Satellite with keyboard

to enter programming.

Local use
LOCAL USE
HEAR AFFILIATED
SATELLITES
BASE STATION
SATELLITE 1
HEAR THE RADIO
SIGNAL LEVEL

SATELLITE 2
SATELLITE 3
... ... ... ...
SATELLITE WITH KEYBOARD

CHECK SOFTWARE

SATELLITE 1
SATELLITE 2

CONNECTION WITH
A SATELLITE

SATELLITE 3
... ... ... ...
Press

to speak; release

Press

to end communication.
<TELEPHONE NUMBER>

EXTERNAL CALLS
Press
DOOR OPNER
RELAY COMMAND

QUICK USE GUIDE

to listen.

to end the call.
RELAY
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Use remotely with Helpy Air at rest
 Call Helpy Air and wait for a response.
 After listening to the elevator identification message, key in
<INSTALLER or OPERATOR password>
(factory setting:
).
 All of the programming and functions below can now be performed:
LOCAL USE
HEAR AFFILIATED
SATELLITES
BASE STATION
SATELLITE 1
HEAR THE RADIO
SIGNAL LEVEL

SATELLITE 2
SATELLITE 3
…………
SATELLITE WITH KEYBOARD

CHECK SOFTWARE
SATELLITE 1
SATELLITE 2
CONNECTION WITH
A SATELLITE

SATELLITE 3
…………
SATELLITE WITH KEYBOARD
TURN OFF ALL SATELLITES

DOOR OPENER
RELAY COMMAND
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RELAY

QUICK USE GUIDE

SIGNALS
GSM signal intensity LED (green)
No signal

Low signal level

Medium signal level

High signal level

GSM registration status LED (red)
GSM module correctly registered on the network

Call in progress

GMS module not registered correctly – PIN request – PIN incorrect - Other
problems

SIGNALS
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Device status LED (white)
Emergency call alarm

Emergency call alarm suspended

Other alarms - Test call

Satellites radio connection LED (blue)
Affiliated satellite connected to base station

Affiliated satellite not connected to base station

E.g.: four satellites affiliated (1, 2, 3 and 9) all satellites connected to the
Base station

E.g.: four satellites affiliated (1, 2, 3 and 9) no satellites connected to the
Base station

E.g.: four satellites affiliated (1, 2, 3 and 9) all satellites connected except
for satellite 2

E.g.: four satellites affiliated (1, 2, 3 and 9), satellites 1 and 3 connected, 2
and 9 not connected
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SIGNALS

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power supply feature
Base station
Power supply ..................................... 12Vdc nominal, 11Vdc min., 15Vdc max.
Absorption in idle state at 12Vdc ........................................................... < 40mA
Absorption in alarm conversation at 12Vdc ......................................... < 100mA
External adapter .............. input 230Vac 50Hz; output 12Vdc 500 mA; CE mark
Back up battery ............................................................................. 7,2V 700mA/h
Expected operation time with a new battery in idle state.......................... 5 hours
Expected operation time with a new battery in conversation state ............ 1 hour
Satellites
Batteries ................................................................................ internal, 3V lithium
Expected operation time in normal use conditions ................................... 5 years
Power supply ....................................... 12Vdc nominal, 6Vdc min., 24Vdc max.

Voice messages
Programming guide with voice prompt ................................................................
Pre-recorded messages.................................................................... 85, restorable
Languages ...........................................................................................................5
Elevator identification message .................................... customizable (max. 1 m)
Courtesy message broadcast in the car ......................... customizable (max. 1 m)

Mobile network
Module.............................................................................GSM/GPRS quad band
Transmission power .................... 1 W at 1800/1900 MHz, 2 W at 850/900 MHz

Connections Base station - Satellites
Satellites supported .............................................................................................9
Wireless protocol ................................................................................ proprietary
Frequency ............................................................................................... 2,4 GHz
Channels .................................................................................................. max. 16

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Programming modes
Local programming ................................................... via Satellite with keyboard
Remote programming ............................................... via SMS / via DTMF tones

Protocols
Service center protocol ....................... Esse-ti, P100, other protocols on demand

Inputs / Outputs
Base station (5HE-500 BASE STATION)
Reset pushbutton...................................................................................... internal
Filter input ..........................................................................................................1
Signalling led ......................................................................................................4
Outputs for relays ............................................................................. 1 (24V 1A)
Satellite with keyboard (5HV-500 SATELLITE KEY)
Power switch ........................................................................................... external
Alarm button .......................................................................................................1
Numeric keypad .............................................................................................. yes
Alarm input .........................................................................................................2
Auxiliary input....................................................................................................1
Microphone input ...............................................................................................1
Outputs (given alarm indicator light, received alarm indicator light) .................4
Signalling led (given alarm, received alarm) ......................................................2
Satellite with button for roof or pit (5HV-501 SATELLITE PLUS)
Power switch ........................................................................................... external
Alarm button .......................................................................................................1
Numeric keypad ................................................................................................no
Alarm input .........................................................................................................2
Auxiliary input....................................................................................................1
Microphone input ...............................................................................................1
Outputs (given alarm indicator light, received alarm indicator light) .................4
Signalling led (given alarm, received alarm) ......................................................2
Satellite for elevator car panel (5HV-503 SATELLITE CAR)
Power switch ........................................................................................... external
Alarm button .....................................................................................................no
Numeric keypad ................................................................................................no
Alarm input .........................................................................................................2
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Auxiliary input....................................................................................................1
Microphone input ...............................................................................................1
Outputs (given alarm indicator light, received alarm indicator light) .................4
Signalling led (given alarm, received alarm) ....................................................no
Satellite for elevator car panel with LEDS (5HV-505 SATELLITE CAR W/LEDS)
Power switch ........................................................................................... external
Alarm button .....................................................................................................no
Numeric keypad ................................................................................................no
Alarm input .........................................................................................................2
Auxiliary input....................................................................................................1
Microphone input ...............................................................................................1
Outputs (given alarm indicator light, received alarm indicator light) .................4
Signalling led (given alarm, received alarm) ......................................................2
Stainless-steel satellite for elevator car (5HV-504 SATELLITE COP)
Power switch ........................................................................................... internal
Alarm button ........................................................................ yes (double contact)
Numeric keypad ................................................................................................no
Alarm input .........................................................................................................2
Auxiliary input....................................................................................................1
Microphone input ...............................................................................................1
Outputs (given alarm indicator light, received alarm indicator light) .................4
Signalling led (given alarm, received alarm) ......................................................2

Safety system
FLASH memory for data protection under power failure.....................................
Built-in battery for clock back-up ................................................................ NiCd
Watchdog system .......................................................................... on each device
GSM reset .............................................................................................................

Firmware update
Firmware update .......................................................................................... OTA

Others features
Base station (5HE-500 BASE STATION)
Dimensions (antenna not included) .............................................140x90x30 mm
Weight ......................................................................................................... 214 g
Satellite with keyboard (5HV-500 SATELLITE KEY)
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Dimensions (antenna not included) .............................................117x73x25 mm
Dimensions with whip antenna ............................................................... 210 mm
Weight ......................................................................................................... 146 g
Satellite with button for roof or pit (5HV-501 SATELLITE PLUS)
Dimensions (antenna not included) .............................................117x73x25 mm
Dimensions with whip antenna ............................................................... 210 mm
Weight ......................................................................................................... 146 g
Satellite for elevator car panel (5HV-503 SATELLITE CAR)
Dimensions (antenna not included) .............................................117x73x26 mm
Weight ......................................................................................................... 135 g
Satellite for elevator car panel with LEDS (5HV-505 SATELLITE CAR W/LEDS)
Dimensions (antenna not included) .............................................117x73x26 mm
Weight ......................................................................................................... 135 g
Stainless-steel satellite for elevator car (5HV-504 SATELLITE COP)
Dimensions ..................................................................................140x90x30 mm
Weight ......................................................................................................... 443 g

CE Declaration of conformity
Esse-ti S.r.l. headquartered in via G. Capodaglio 9, 62019 Recanati (MC), Italy,
declares that this device is compliant with the following standards:
 EN 60950-1 (2006) + A11(2009) + A1 (2010) + A12 (2011)
 EN 81-28
 EN 50385 (2002)
 EN 301489-1 V1.9.2
 EN 301489-7 V1.4.1
 EN 301489-17 V2.1.1
 EN 12015 (2004) ; EN 12016 (2004) + A1 (2008)
 EN 55022 (2010)
 EN 55024 (2010)
 EN 301511 V.9.0.2 par. 4.2.16 ; 4.2.17
 EN 300328 V1.7.1 par. 4.3.6 ; 4.3.7
and satisfies the requirements of Directive 1999/5/EC of the European
Parliament and Council dated March 9, 1999 regarding radio equipment,
telecommunication equipment and the reciprocal recognition of their
conformity.
Compliance with these requirements is shown with the mark
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PROGRAMMED TELEPHONE
NUMBERS
POSITION

ALARM
SOURCE

ALARM
RECEIVER

NUMBER

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

PROGRAMMED TELEPHONE NUMBERS
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NOTES

NOTES
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